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ABSTRACT

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) is a sporadic, autosomal dominant disorder characterized by premature and accelerated aging symptoms leading to death at the mean age of 14.6 years usually due to cardiovascular complications. HGPS is caused by a de novo point mutation in the LMNA gene encoding the intermediate filament proteins lamin A and C which are structural components of the nuclear lamina. This mutation leads to the production of a truncated toxic form of lamin A, issued from aberrant splicing and called progerin. Progerin accumulates in HGPS cells' nuclei and is a hallmark of the disease. Small amounts of progerin are also produced during normal aging. HGPS cells and animal preclinical models have provided insights into the molecular and cellular pathways that underlie the disease and have also highlighted possible mechanisms involved in normal aging. This review reports recent medical advances and treatment approaches for patients affected with HGPS.

Introduction

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS; OMIM #176670) is a rare genetic disorder which affects 1 in 4–8 million children with symptoms resembling physiological aging that include growth impairment, very thin skin, loss of subcutaneous fat, alopecia, osteoporosis and heart disease leading to shortened life span and death at about 14.6 years [1,2]. HGPS was first described at the end of the XIX century by Jonathan Hutchinson and Hastings Gilford [3,4]. It was only more than 100 years later, in 2003, that the heterozygous, de novo mutation c.1824C>T, p.G608G (NM_170707.3) responsible for this accelerated-aging disease was found to be located within exon 11 of the LMNA gene that encodes lamins A and C [5,6]. Lamin A is a nuclear protein belonging to type V intermediate filaments. It is synthetized as a precursor called prelamin A. Prelamin A undergoes a multistep post-translational processing, including cysteine farnesylation by farnesyl transferase (FTase) on its C-terminal CaaX motif, then cleavage of the remaining 3 amino acids by the metallopeptidase ZMPSTE24. The C-terminal cysteine is then carboxymethylated by the isoprenylcysteine carboxymethyltransferase (ICMT). Finally, the last 15 amino acids are cleaved again by ZMPSTE24 to produce the unfarnesylated, mature lamin A. HGPS mutation activates a cryptic donor splice site in exon 11 of the LMNA gene that leads to deletion of 50 amino acids near the C terminus, abrogating the second ZMPSTE24 cleavage site and resulting in accumulation of a truncated and permanently farnesylated prelamin A called progerin that incorporates abnormally into the nuclear lamina and exerts multiple toxic effects [7]. At the cellular level, HGPS is characterized by dramatic defects in nuclear envelope structure and function [8,9]. Primary fibroblasts from HGPS patients exhibit reduced proliferation as well as premature senescence [10], impaired DNA repair mechanisms [2,11–13], increased reactive oxygen species production [14], mitochondrial dysfunction [15], loss of peripheral heterochromatin [16–18] and telomere attrition [18]. Through these alterations, progerin accumulation results in loss of peripheral heterochromatin caused by the decrease in the repressive histone marks H3K9me3, H3K27me3 and H3K27 methyltransferase EZH2, increase in H4K20me3 [9,16,19], reduced levels of heterochromatin protein 1
(HP1) [20] and Lap2α [9]. Progerin also impairs the formation of DNA repair foci due to recruitment deficiency of the DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair factors p53-binding protein 1 (53BP1), Rad50 and Rad51 at DNA damage sites [21,22]. On the other hand, altered signaling pathways have been described in HGPS cells [23]. Among them, altered extracellular matrix synthesis caused by disturbed Wnt/β-catenin signaling [24], affected Notch signaling [20], hyperactivation of NF-κb in response to inflammation [25] and impaired NRF2 (Nuclear factor erythroid-2-Related Factor 2) transcriptional activity resulting in increased chronic oxidative stress [26].

A wide spectrum of treatment strategies, targeting several processes with different specificities, has been proposed to correct the defects in HGPS: (i) to directly “repair” the disease causing mutation; (ii) to inhibit pre-mRNA aberrant splicing leading to progerin mRNA production; (iii) to decrease the toxicity of isoprenylated and methylated progerin; (iv) to induce progerin clearance; (v) to decrease the noxious downstream effects linked to progerin accumulation [27] (Figure 1). These approaches will be presented below and grouped following their individual action.

**Prelamin A Isoprenylation and methylation inhibitors: Lonafarnib, Zoledronate/Pravastatin, Monoaminopyrimidines and isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase inhibitor**

The aberrant splice event that gives rise to progerin leads to the deletion of the ZMPSTE24 cleavage site normally used to remove the farnesylated carboxy terminus from prelamin A during posttranslational processing. Consequently, permanently farnesylated progerin remains anchored to the inner nuclear membrane resulting in dominant-negative disruption of the nuclear scaffold upon progerin dimerization with wild-type lamins [28]. Knowledge of these steps predicted that blocking farnesylation using farnesyltransferase inhibitor (FTI) drugs would decrease progerin production and toxicity. FTI are small molecules which reversibly bind to the farnesyltransferase CAAX binding site [29]. Blocking farnesylation of progerin with FTIs restored normal nuclear architecture and resulted in significant reductions in nuclear blebbing both in transiently transfected HeLa, HEK 293, NIH 3T3 cells and human HGPS fibroblasts [8,30–33]. In transgenic HGPS murine models treated with FTIs, bone mineralization, and weight are improved, lifespan is extended [34,35] and cardiovascular defects are prevented [36]. In 2007, the above studies led to the initiation of a prospective single-arm clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT00425607), using an FTI called lonafarnib, which was originally developed for the treatment of cancer. A cohort of 25 HGPS patients between 3 and 16 years of age were included in this trial and received lonafarnib for a minimum of 2 years. In 2012, researchers reported that some children with HGPS receiving lonafarnib showed a modest improvement in weight gain: nine patients’ rates of weight gain increased by ≥50%, six patients’ rates of weight gain decreased by ≥50%, and 10 remained stable with respect to the rate of weight gain. Other results from this trial showed improvements in vascular stiffness including decreases in arterial pulse wave velocity by a median of 35% in 18 subjects, in addition to increases in skeletal rigidity (median percent increases by 40–50% in axial rigidity, 170–228% in flexural rigidity, and 167–229% in torsional rigidity) as well as sensorineural hearing and bone mineral density (≥3% increase at one or more sites in 76% of children compared with 40% of the participants who exhibited decreases at one or more sites) [37]. Although FTI treatment increased mean survival by 1.6 years [38] it was reported that progerin may become alternatively prenylated by geranylgeranyltransferase I when farnesyltransferases are inhibited; indeed, the simultaneous presence of both farnesyltransferase inhibitor (FTI-277) and GeranylGeranylTransferase I inhibitor (GGTI-2147) led to a substantial amount of prelamin A accumulation compared with the effect of each inhibitor alone [39], thereby explaining the limited beneficial effects of FTI monotherapy. Accordingly, authors hypothesized that blocking both protein farnesylation and geranylgeranylation could minimize the possibility of alternative prenylation events that confer resistance to FTIs. Acting on the synthetic pathway of farnesyl pyrophosphate, a co-substrate of farnesyltransferase and a precursor of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate, we and our close collaborator Carlos Lopez-Otin (Spain) demonstrated the synergistic effect of a combination of ZOledronate (N-BisPhosphonate) and PRAvastatin (statin) (ZOPRA) and their effectiveness to reduce prenylation and rescue HGPS cells defects and the progeroid phenotypes of Zmpste24−/− mice, including improvement of growth retardation, loss of weight, lipodystrophy, hair loss and bone defects. Likewise, the longevity of these mice was substantially extended [39]. This preclinical work allowed our clinical
team to design and conduct a phase II, monocentric, open-label, single arm clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT00731016) using ZOPRA to evaluate its safety and efficacy in 12 HGPS patients included for 3.5 years each, with partially positive results including improvement of weight gain and bone density defects, without severe adverse effects (De Sandre/C0Giovannoli, Sigaudy et al, submitted). Although trials using FTIs (Lonafarnib) and ZOPRA showed some efficacy for given parameters, these drugs could not be considered as a cure, and further research was needed to implement more effective therapeutic approaches for patients. A single-arm triple therapy trial (ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT00879034) was designed to administer pravastatin, zoledronate and lonafarnib and sought to further improve disease parameters by additionally inhibiting progerin prenylation, given that each enzyme functions along the protein prenylation pathway. The results of this trial on 37 participants with HGPS which began in 2009 in Boston revealed additional bone mineral density benefit but no major benefit beyond that seen with lonafarnib alone [40].

However, caution should be taken when considering the long-term treatment effects of FTIs, as FTIs have been shown to cause lethal cardiomyopathy in mouse models of progeria because of non-farnesylated prelamin A accumulation [41]. On the other hand, among 21,608 small molecules tested in induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) lines derived from HGPS patients, Nissan and colleagues identified several compounds, called monoaminopyrimidines (mono-APs), as new modulators of farnesylation, resulting, in vitro,
in improved phenotypes associated with HGPS [42]. This class of protein farnesylation inhibitors, targeting both farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase and farnesyl transferase, acts like a combination of FTIs and bisphosphonates.

In addition to isoprenylation, another consequence of defective posttranslational modification to prelamin A in progeria was reported implicating the carboxy methylation that is mediated by isoprenylcysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (ICMT). In this context, Ibrahim and colleagues revealed that, in vitro treatment with ICMT inhibitor, increased proliferation and delayed senescence in human HGPS fibroblasts. Furthermore, ICMT inhibition by lentiviral short hairpin RNAs (shICMT) increased body weight, normalized grip strength, as well as prevented bone fractures and death in Zmpste24-deficient mice [43].

**Autophagy-activating drugs: Rapamycin, Sulforaphane, Retinoids and MG132**

Rapamycin, an immunosuppressive agent that is used to prevent the rejection of transplanted organs, promoted progerin clearance through autophagy, improved the abnormal nuclear shape, delayed the onset of cellular senescence of HGPS fibroblasts [44,45] and rescued the chromatin phenotype of cultured fibroblasts, including histone methylation status and BAF and LAP2alpha distribution patterns [46]. Otherwise, studies on Lmna−/− mouse model for dilated cardiomyopathy and muscular dystrophy, showed that pharmacologic reversal of elevated mTORC1 signaling by rapamycin improves cardiac and skeletal muscle function and enhances survival [47]. Using the same mouse model, Liao et al. showed that rapamycin treatment results in lifespan extension associated with increased body weight and fat content [48]. Although these results show beneficial effects on Lmna KO mice, this model does not mimic the genetics and pathophysiology of HGPS in patients. A phase I/II monocentric trial (NCT02579044) of Everolimus, an agent derived from rapamycin, in combination with Lonafarnib, is currently conducted at the Clinical and Translational Study Unit (CTSU) of Boston Children’s Hospital. Rapamycin inhibits the activity of mTOR (Mammalian Target Of Rapamycin), known to regulate a large panel of cellular functions including protein synthesis, cell growth, cytoskeleton rearrangements, transcription, immune responses or autophagy. Therefore, much caution should be used while performing the direct translation of the in vitro results to children affected with progeria. Furthermore, since rapamycin is also known to inhibit adipogenesis [49,50], precautions should be taken when using this compound in HGPS patients who are affected with generalized lipoatrophy and lipodystrophy.

Sulforaphane, an antioxidant derived from cruciferous vegetables, has been also described to enhance progerin clearance by autophagy and to reverse the cellular hallmarks of HGPS in vitro [51]. Intermittent treatment with Sulforaphane and Lonafarnib separately rescued the HGPS cellular phenotype [52]. Furthermore, since the LMNA promoter contains a retinoic acid responsive element, two recent studies suggested that either retinoids alone [53] or in a combination with rapamycin [54] reduce the amount of progerin and reverse aging defects in HGPS patient skin fibroblasts. These drugs may be beneficial in progeria treatment, but in vivo extensive studies should be performed before translating them into clinical trials.

We recently showed that progerin is sequestered into abnormally shaped Promyelocytic-Nuclear Bodies (PML-NB), identified as novel biomarkers in progeria. We identified MG132 as being effective on progerin degradation. Indeed, MG132 induces progerin nucleocytoplasmic translocation after a transition through the nucleolus, and progerin clearance through macroautophagy in HGPS patient fibroblasts as well as in HGPS patient iPSC-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells (VSMCs). MG132 treatment improves cellular HGPS phenotypes, reduces cellular senescence and enhances viability and proliferation in HGPS fibroblasts. In vivo, through MG132 treatment, progerin expression decreases in skeletal muscle from LmnaG609G/G609G mice. Altogether, we demonstrate progerin reduction based on MG132 action and shed light on a promising class of molecules towards a potential therapy for children with HGPS [55]. The observed specific effect of MG132 on progerin downregulation, sparing normal A-type lamins, further supports the idea that besides typical Progeria, other prelamin A-associated diseases might benefit from the same treatment.

**Downregulation of Prelamin A aberrant splicing: Antisense oligonucleotides, Metformin and MG132**

The efficiency of an antisense therapeutic approach using morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (AON)
in sterically blocking the aberrant LMNA splicing site leading to progerin production has been previously proven in vitro on human HGPS patients’ cells and in vivo on a knock-in *Lmna* 

G609G/G609G mouse model [56]. Indeed, Osorio et al. tested the combined administration of two AONs: “MmEx11” targeting the exon 11 aberrant splice site activated by the progeria mutation in order to hamper its use, and “MmEx10”, targeting the physiological exon 10 splice site, in order to reinforce the action of the first AON, by shifting splicing events towards lamin C production. Similar results were obtained by another group on the same *Lmna* G609G/G609G mouse model and in HGPS fibroblasts, but using another antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) that reduces the binding of the splicing factor SRSF-2 to exon 11 LMNA pre-mRNA, confirming the efficacy of this approach [57].

Some patients carry other LMNA mutations affecting exon 11 splicing and are named “HGPS-like” patients [58]. They also produce Progerin and/or other truncated Prelamin A isoforms (Δ35 and Δ90). Recently, we showed that downregulation of progerin and other truncated or wild type Prelamin A isoforms can be achieved via the antisense therapeutic approach either in HGPS-like and Mandibuloacral Dysplasia type B (MAD-B) patients’ cells [59], establishing a preclinical proof of principle for the use of antisense morpholino oligonucleotides in HGPS, HGPS-like and MAD-B syndromes. Nonetheless, the administration to children of the same molecules administered to mice, i.e. vivo-morpholinos, could not be envisaged due to their known toxicity. Therefore, the choice of AON chemistry and route of administration will be particularly important for future therapeutic approaches involving splicing-modulation.

In human HGPS primary fibroblasts and mouse *Lmna* G609G/G609G, the HGPS mutation induces the use of an internal 5’ cryptic splice site within exon 11 of the LMNA pre-mRNA, leading to an aberrant alternative splicing and production of a truncated form of prelamin A (progerin). In 2011, the RNA-binding protein SRSF-1 (for Serine/arginine-Rich Splicing Factor 1) was shown to favor this aberrant alternative splicing [60]. On the other hand, it has been shown that SRSF-1 expression is transcriptionally regulated by the antidiabetic drug Metformin [61]. Based on these findings, Egesipe et al. demonstrated that Metformin decreases SRSF-1 and progerin expression in mesenchymal stem cells derived from HGPS induced pluripotent stem cells (HGPS MSCs) and in several other in vitro models of HGPS, i.e., human primary HGPS fibroblasts and *Lmna* G609G/G609G mouse fibroblasts, resulting in improved nuclear shape abnormalities and premature osteoblastic differentiation of HGPS MSCs [62,63].

In HGPS fibroblasts and in vivo via intramuscular injections of MG132 in *Lmna* G609G/G609G mice, we recently demonstrated that, in addition to activating macroautophagy leading to progerin degradation, MG132 strongly reduces progerin production through downregulation of SRSF-1, controlling prelamin A mRNA aberrant splicing [55]. Further in vivo studies, particularly on the *Lmna* G609G/G609G mouse model, will be needed to evaluate the effects of Metformin and MG132 on HGPS phenotype improvement.

Reduction of progerin downstream toxic effects

Few approaches have been described to counteract the altered downstream pathways caused by progerin accumulation, including nuclear shape abnormalities, ROS generation, accumulation of oxidized proteins, mitochondrial dysfunction [14,64], cell senescence and NF-kB activation, leading to the secretion of high levels of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6, CXCL1, and TNF-α [25,65]. Treatment of progeroid fibroblasts with the ROS scavenger N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) reduced the levels of un-repairable DSB and improved their growth rates in culture [64]. Similarly, it has also been shown that rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) regulates mitochondrial ROS generation by modulating the interaction between Rac1b and cytochrome c [66]. Accordingly, in vitro treatment of HGPS fibroblasts with ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632) resulted in decreased ROS levels and induced recovery of mitochondrial function along with a reduction in the frequency of abnormal nuclear morphology and DNA double-strand breaks [66]. Elevated levels of ROS and oxidative stress were also lowered by reactivation of NRF2, whose transcriptional activity is impaired in HGPS cells, resulting in improvements of cellular HGPS defects [26]. Interestingly, MG132 seems to be a potentially effective drug to be used in the prevention of oxidative damage in HGPS cells through the activation of the NRF2 signaling pathway [67–69]. Mitochondrial dysfunction was reported in HGPS fibroblasts as well as in HGPS mouse models [70,71]. To rescue mitochondrial defects, Xiong et al.
showed that treatment of HGPS cells with Methylene Blue, an antioxidant compound known to stimulate mitochondrial function, improves not only the mitochondrial morphology and function but also rescues the premature aging phenotypes in HGPS cells including nuclear morphology, perinuclear heterochromatin loss and corrects misregulated gene expression [72]. In Lmna<sup>G609G/+</sup> mice, mitochondrial dysfunction in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) results in increased tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase activity and diminished ATP synthesis. Accordingly, VSMCs have an impaired capacity to synthesize extracellular pyrophosphate, a major inhibitor of vascular calcification [71]. Using Lmna<sup>G609G/G609G</sup>, Villa-Belost a et al. showed that aortic vascular calcification due to defective pyrophosphate production is counterbalanced systemically by inorganic pyrophosphate (PPI) treatment [71].

In order to explore the therapeutic potential of NF-kB inhibition on HGPS disease parameters, Osorio et al. showed that crossing Zmpste24<sup>/−/−</sup> mice with transgenic mice displaying reduced NF-κB signaling extends longevity and prevents the development of progeroid features. In the same study, and to the same end, the authors also showed that sodium salicylate treatment efficiently prevents NF-κB activation and associated disease phenotypes in Zmpste24-deficient mice, while also extending longevity in the Lmna<sup>G609G/G609G</sup> model [25]. Accordingly, NF-κB activation impairs somatic cell reprogramming in aging by eliciting the reprogramming repressor DOT1L. The identification of this molecular mechanism has allowed to translate this information into a therapeutic approach, indeed, DOT1L inhibition by epz-4777 extended longevity and prevented aging-associated alterations in progeroid mice [73]. In the same way, MG132 is also known to inhibit the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines and attenuation of IκB degradation, resulting in the abolition of NF-κB activation [74-76]. These findings, together with the fact that other models of normal and HGPS accelerated aging show arteriosclerotic lesions with calcification and inflammation [77], support the idea that inflammation is a major regulator of the aging process also in progeria and could be improved by several inflammation-reducing treatments, including MG132. Importantly, MG132 was reported to have a significant preventive and therapeutic effect on cardiovascular and renal injury [67,68,78], oxidative damage [69,79] and on accelerated atherosclerosis in rabbits [80]. These features are exhibited by HGPS patients who might benefit from the same therapeutic effects. On the other hand, compounds screening showed that Remodelin, by inhibiting the lamina interacting SUN1-associated acetyl-transferase protein NAT10, improves nuclear shape and fitness of both progeric and lamin A/C-depleted cells, as observed by decreased levels of the DNA double-strand break markers γH2AX and autophosphorylated ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated), decreased DNA damage signaling and improved chromatin and nucleolar organization [81].

Among the proteins affected by progerin accumulation is the vitamin D receptor (VDR) whose levels are reduced in HGPS cells. In addition, VDR knockout mice develop a premature aging phenotype similar to HGPS patients [82,83]. Interestingly, Kreienkamp et al. recently showed that reconstituting VDR signaling via 1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25D), the active hormonal form of vitamin D, improves HGPS phenotypes, including nuclear morphological abnormalities, DNA repair defects, and premature senescence [84]. Another important target of progerin is lamin A/C. Indeed, progerin shows strong binding affinity for lamin A/C exerting a negative dominant effect. On this basis, Lee et al. identified new chemicals (JH4) that can block the interaction between progerin and lamin A/C through direct interaction with progerin. Treatment with JH4 alleviated nuclear deformation and reversed senescence and growth arrest markers. Furthermore, administration of JH4 to Lmna<sup>G609G/G609G</sup> resulted in a marked improvement of several progeria phenotypes including grip strength, body weight, organ size and cell density, as well as lifespan extension [85].

Resveratrol, a SIRT1 activator that interacts with lamin A [86], has been proposed as an alternative treatment for progeria. Indeed, in the premature aging mouse model Zmpste24<sup>/−/−</sup> [87], due to the negative dominant effect of progerin, SIRT-1 is weakly associated with the nuclear matrix: as a result deacetylase activity is decreased, leading to a rapid depletion of adult stem cells. By increasing SIRT1 interaction with lamin A, Resveratrol rescues adult stem cell decline and alleviates progeroid features in Zmpste24<sup>/−/−</sup> mice [86]. Although this model reproduces the progeroid syndromes phenotype, the underlying molecular mechanism is different from that of progeria. Further
studies, using a model that produces progerin by the same abnormal splicing mechanism observed in humans, as the Lmna<sup>G609G/G609G</sup> model, will be needed to evaluate the impact of Resveratrol on the disease phenotypes reversion. Another study revealed that resveratrol treatment of an osteoblasts-specific progerin-expressing mouse model [88] does not show overall beneficial effects [89]. Resveratrol efficacy has been suboptimal due to poor bioavailability of this compound and variable dose-linked effects, limiting the full potential of SIRT1 activation treatment. A novel formulation of micronized resveratrol, SRT501, has been developed with improved bioavailability, tolerance and significant pharmacologic effect [90]. SRT501 open a new interesting research path on this class of molecules towards the development of new therapeutic approaches for progeria.

Recently, an in vivo study showed that partial reprogramming by short-term cyclic expression of Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc (OSKM) ameliorates cellular and physiological hallmarks of aging and prolongs lifespan in Lmna<sup>G609G/G609G</sup> mice [91,92].

**Conclusion**

Progress in progeria research led to a growing number of promising therapeutic candidates (Figure 2). However, most of these approaches lack sufficient in vitro and in vivo preclinical data to be transposed to patients. Mostly, evidence of efficacy in an adapted progeria animal model is required to exclude toxicity and perform tentative determination of optimal doses, dose frequencies, administration routes, and evaluation endpoints. A specific drug formulation requires advanced preclinical toxicity testing to avoid serious side effects that would prohibit long—term use. It is worth to note that, in HGPS preclinical studies, the ability of a drug to preferentially target the cardiovascular system should be evaluated, in that it represents the major pathophysiological target in the disorder, leading to premature death. Likewise, among treatment efficacy readouts, cardiovascular measures would be preferred. Increasing our understanding of the disease biology will also be important to further elucidate which impaired pathways are most relevant to the disease, in order to identify both other treatment pathophysiological targets and other outcome measures. A limiting factor in advancing the development of therapeutic approaches for progeria is that studies are performed on primary cultures of patient’s cells or animal models due to the limited number of autopsy specimens from HGPS patients. To reproduce key features of HGPS, iPSCs [93,94] and in vitro 3D tissue model using human iPSC-derived cells [95] thus provide relevant tools for drug screening.

To date, the amelioration of disease phenotypes in HGPS mouse models by the different tested therapies is limited, and this is even more true in HGPS patients. One could speculate that the age of the HGPS participant patients in the clinical trials could determine the outcomes of the treatments, but according to the clinical trial using lonafarnib, the authors stated that no associations between age at time of treatment and outcome measures that were improved at end of study were identified. At the same time, it should be noted that given the limited number of participants, it is difficult to correlate age with outcomes of the treatment.

As research progresses, it becomes clear that targeting the pathophysiology of progeria to a single level will likely be insufficient to significantly alleviate the signs and change the normal course of such a multi-organ devastating disease. Altogether, there is a major rationale in targeting progerin at different levels. Addressing therapies in HGPS associated to progerin accumulation may thus rely on multi-approaches combination, including its decreased production, increased degradation, or downstream noxious cascades.

As a future therapeutic approach that still remains to be evaluated for HGPS is the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats/Cas protein (CRISPR/Cas) for in vivo gene editing [96–98] and repair of the disease-causing mutation. On the other hand, Adeno-Associated Virus (AAVs) have gained popularity, in the last years, as safe gene delivery vectors, due to their ability to mediate long-term expression in both non-dividing and dividing cells, with specific tissue tropism [99–101]. In this regard, AAVs constitute interesting CRISPR/Cas9 delivery candidates to specifically repair the progeria-causing mutation. Preferentially, AAV serotype should target VSMCs, since they are involved in heart attack and stroke that represent the main cause of death in progeria patients. To overcome the limited packaging capacity of AAV (~ 4.8 kb), small Cas9 orthologues, including Staphylococcus aureus-derived Cas9 (SaCas9, 3.16 kb) [102], has been used to package the
Cas9 and its gRNA into a single AAV delivery vehicle for in vivo genome editing. CRISPR libraries should be designed to ideally select those able to target the mutation both in mouse and human genes with high on-target activity and low off-target activity, so that the effectiveness of the same gRNA could be studied first on human HGPS fibroblasts and then in vivo on the Lmna G609G/G609G mice.

Recent studies have shown the involvement of microRNAs and in particular, mir-9 which prevents progerin accumulation in HGPS neurons. Therefore, another possibility for developing new therapeutic approaches for progeria would be the modulation of microRNAs, taking into consideration off-targets that, again, must be evaluated in vitro and in vivo before transposition to humans [103].
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